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Destitution & paths to justice
The report

Background:

• Draws on HW qualitative data

• Explores links between access to (or lack of) legal 

advice/ representation and pathways into and out of 

destitution

Findings:

• Destitution results from, and produces, a cluster of 

legal and non-legal problems

• Legal advice can address particular problems

• Deficiencies in law and the advice landscape block 

the pathways out of destitution



Legal problems and 
destitution



Causes of destitution
Cluster of legal and non-legal problems

Underlying sources of vulnerability

• Health

• Employment

• Family

• Criminal justice

Triggers

• Social security

• Debt

• Housing

UNPAID



Causes of destitution
Examples: social security

• Not receiving/unaware of benefit

• Poor (or misunderstood) advice on 

eligibility/application process

• Relatives obstruct application

• Delays/interruption of claim

• Housing benefit not covering rent

• Deduction of debt repayments

• Sanctions

• Reluctance to pursue appeals



Consequences of destitution
Legal problems exacerbated

• Temptation to steal or beg

• Housing security at risk

• Harder to comply with benefit conditions

• Running up even more debt

• Vulnerable to exploitation by ‘friends’, 

creditors, landlords etc



A legal solution to 
destitution?



Problem clusters
Numerous civil & administrative issues encountered

• Efforts to get help undermined by:
1. the sheer number of problems,

2. the fragmented nature of the advice landscape 

3. the individual’s capacity to cope. 



Legal intervention can help
Help-seeking by ‘Jennifer’

• Armed forces-linked charity – rent arrears

• Water company advice worker – utility 

arrears

• Local government advice worker – debt 

relief order

• HMRC & social worker – social security 

problems

• ‘Team around the family’ worker & food 

bank – signposting



Unfulfilled potential of the law

• Law has significant role to play in shaping 

& influencing change.

• What is the legal definition of destitution? 

• Does the definition support a right to 

protection against destitution?



Legal definition of destitution
Immigration and Asylum Act 1999

• Inability to access adequate accommodation or 

other essential needs

• Weekly allowance - £37.75 per person

• Must seek to meet own needs first

• No certainty about what the minimum standard 

of living should be and who is entitled to it



Our recommendations
“There ought to be a law against that…”

• Statutory definition of destitution

• Duty on public authorities to protect anyone 

lawfully present

Possible policy implications

• Tighter controls on social security sanctions and 

deductions

• Duty to promote benefit take-up

• Support for holistic advice provision – making 

the polluter pay

Prevention of 
Destitution Bill 2019
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